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QUICK FACTS 
LOCATION 
Jumbo Glacier Resort will be located in the East Kootenay Region of British Columbia. The 
project site is on an old sawmill site in the upper Jumbo Creek valley, approximately 54 
kilometres (33 miles) west of Invermere, BC and 36 kilometres (19 miles) from Panorama 
Mountain Village. 
 
MOUNTAIN FACTS 

ELEVATION 
• Base: 1,700 metres (5,500 feet) 
• Jumbo Glacier (top lift elevation): 3,419 metres (11,217 feet) 
• Glacier Dome: 3,000 metres (9,900 feet) 

VERTICAL 
• Winter: 1,700 metres (5,500 feet)  

(Longest vertical drop in North America.) 
• Summer: 700 metres (2,300 feet)  

(Longest vertical drop in North America.) 

SKIABLE TERRAIN 
• Controlled Recreation Area: 5,925 hectares  
• Number of accessible glaciers: 4  

(Glacier Dome, Jumbo Glacier, Commander Glacier, Farnham Glacier) 

LIFTS 
• Number of lifts at build-out: 20 – 23 
• Expected maximum Skiers Per Day at build-out: 2,700 
• Lift types: 1 aerial tram, 2 gondola lifts, 1 detachable quad chair, 2 – 3 bicable pulse 

lifts, 6 – 8 fixed grip quad chairs, 8 glacier T-bar lifts 

TYPICAL SEASON 
• Year-round 

SUMMER SKIING 
Summer skiing will be available on snowfields over four glaciers, with an available 
vertical drop of 700 meters (2,300 feet). This is the equivalent to what many existing ski 
resorts can offer in winter. It will be the best North American summer downhill skiing 
facility and will offer Olympic training capability. 
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QUICK FACTS 
RESORT FACTS 

SIZE 
• Total development area: 104 hectares 
• Total bed units (visitors): 5,500 
• Total bed units (staff): 750 

VISITORS 
• Daily visitors during peak periods: 2,000 – 3,000 at build-out. 

PHASING 
• Build-out: 3 phases over a 20-year development period. 

ROAD ACCESS 
• From Panorama Mountain Village over an improved mining/forestry road. 
• No switchbacks, river crossings, or mountain pass crossings required for access road. 
• Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) at build-out: 943 

UTILITIES 
• Water: drilled wells 
• Wastewater: on-site tertiary treatment plant with return to ground 
 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
• $450 million anticipated investment 
• $20 – 25 million per year in construction activity for 20 years 
• $4 million annual direct spending in nearby communities after 3 years of operation 
• 800 full time jobs at build-out ($17 – 20 million payroll) 
• Total on-going economic impact at Gross Domestic Product level after 5 years of operation: 

$32 million 
• Projected annual tax revenues: over $12 million 
• Employment Equity Plan has been proposed to ensure preferential treatment of local 

residents and First Nations members. 
 
GRIZZLY BEARS 
• Of the 33 individual grizzly bears identified from hair samples collected in the 1998 Grizzly 

Bear Population Survey in the Central Purcell Mountains, covering an area of 4,000 square 
kilometres, only 2 grizzly bear hair samples were collected in the Jumbo Valley, versus 
31 in the other drainages. 
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QUICK FUNDAMENTALS 
SNOW: It is necessary to go from the “front country” of the main valleys to the “backcountry” 
of the upper valleys if we want to find snow and to have skiing on natural snow. 

LOCATION: In terms of climate, latitude, valley base elevation (1,700 meters), and mountain 
top elevations (3,400 meters), Jumbo Glacier Resort (JGR) will be the #1 ski area in North 
America. 

ACCESS: only 36 kilometres (19 miles) from Panorama Mountain Village, on improved existing 
roads. 

SUMMER SKIING: JGR will be the only place in Canada featuring year-round skiing on 
glaciers and an Olympic team training centre though the summer season. In summer, it will offer 
the same vertical drop that many ski areas offer in winter – up to 700 metres (2,200 feet). 

AFFORDABILITY: what is currently only accessible by helicopter at over $600 a day will be 
accessible by mechanical lift for less than one tenth of the cost. 

TOURISM POTENTIAL: B.C. can double its skier visits and surpass Colorado if we provide a 
competitive product in terms of snow and climate. 

SUSTAINABILITY: more studies have been undertaken for this project than for any other 
tourism resort project, even of much larger size; environmental monitoring and adaptive 
measures will make JGR a model for other projects of the future. 

CONTINUING DIALOGUE: the Master Plan and permit process will provide ample opportunity 
to further respond to the concerns of those who remain in doubt or are opposed to the project. 

UNIQUE ASPECTS: First Nations will participate in a development joint venture and in a 
proposed Interpretive Centre; local interests have been placed at the forefront through a local 
steering committee; JGR will feature the best summer ski training and the best Olympic downhill 
skiing training facilities in North America. 

A POSITIVE PROVINCE and A POSITIVE PROCESS: Jumbo Glacier Resort has been in the 
approval process for a long time. This must be an incremental process and must conclude soon. 
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PUBLIC OPINION & SUPPORT 
Essential Facts 

The Jumbo Glacier Resort project has been prominent in the public 
sphere of the Kootenay region of British Columbia for almost 
fifteen years. The project has undergone four major public review 
processes and has been debated and discussed in countless media 
reports, public meetings and events, in classrooms, on online 
forums, and across kitchen tables. The project faced the most 
difficult and comprehensive environmental assessment review 
process faced by any tourism project in the history of British 
Columbia. The Jumbo Glacier Resort Project received its 
Environmental Assessment Certificate on October 14, 2004. 

As is the case with most new developments in North America, a 
well-organized and vocal opposition formed, which tirelessly 
campaigned against the project. Recently, far-reaching and highly 
misrepresentative claims regarding the level of public opposition to 
the project have surfaced.  

Some relevant facts to be considered: 

FACT: According the Environmental Assessment Office’s Report 
on Public Views and Interests (RPVI), only 1.4% of the population 
of the East Kootenay expressed a negative opinion on the project 
(page 17). 

 

FACT: Only 1.6% of the population of the West Kootenay expressed a negative opinion on the 
project (RPVI page 18). 

Quick Reference 

• The project received a 
higher percentage of 
support than is typically 
experienced by the EAO. 

• Only 1.4% of East 
Kootenay residents 
expressed dissatisfaction 
with the project 

• Only 1.6% of West 
Kootenay residents 
expressed dissatisfaction 
with the project 

• Despite years of organized 
campaigning against the 
project, only 13.1% of the 
population of Invermere 
expressed dissatisfaction 
with the project. 

• The local First Nation, the 
Shuswap Kinbasket, are in 
support of the project and 
will be partners in the 
development. 

• The Council of the Village 
of Radium voted 
unanimously 5/5 in favour 
of the project. 

• The Council of the District 
of Invermere voted 
narrowly 3/2 against the 
project. 
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FACT: Only 13.1% of the population of the District of Invermere expressed a negative opinion 
on the project (RPVI page 18). 

 

FACT: Only 5% of the population of the Village of Radium expressed a negative opinion on the 
project (RPVI page 19). 

-- 

FACT: The project received a higher percentage of support than is typically experienced 
during an EA process. 
According the Environmental Assessment Office’s Report on Public Views and Interests: 
“Of the 4,755 identifiable individuals who responded to the invitation to comment on the Project 
Report, 414 (9%) expressed support for the Project while 4,339 (91%) expressed concerns or 
opposition. While this represents a relatively large number of submissions during an EA review 
process, it also represents a smaller percentage of opposition than is typically experienced (the 
EAO usually receives very few if any letters of support for projects under review).” (page 15) 
“Of those who expressed support for the Project, 39% were from the East Kootenay, 11% were 
from the West Kootenay, and 22% were from other parts of British Columbia. Of those who 
expressed opposition to the Project, 18% were from the East Kootenay, 33% were from the West 
Kootenay, and 13% were from other parts of British Columbia.” (page 15) 
“EA is issue-driven process that involves the identification of public issues and concerns. As a 
result, it is relatively uncommon to receive project endorsements or written comments from 
individuals who support a project or have no concerns.” (page 19) 
“…the organized campaign of opposition did not result in the same level of international interest 
as has been seen in other campaigns in British Columbia.” (page 37) 

-- 

FACT: Before the start of the Environmental Assessment Act review process, following two 
years of public debate in the CORE process (Commission On Resources and the Environment – 
a major provincial land use planning exercise between 1992 and 1994 that created the provincial 
Land Use Plan), 18 sectors out of 22 voted in favour of the land use for the project in the Jumbo 
Creek valley. 

-- 
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ACCESS ROAD 
Essential Facts 

McElhanney Consulting Services has been studying the road issues for Jumbo Glacier Resort 
(JGR) since the mid 1990s and has reviewed them year-by-year with the project planning team 
and with government staff. Their representatives participated in the public process and their 
Route Study Report is part of the project’s documentation. 

TRAFFIC 

• Road traffic in the region is increasing regardless of the JGR project. In 1996, the two-way 
average annual daily traffic (AADT) on Highway 93/95 between Radium and Invermere was 
4,605 – in 2005 it was 5,738.  

 

• Traffic in the region is highly seasonal. Monthly daily average traffic in July is 9,243 (peak 
days approach 11,000) whereas winter averages are reduced to 3,539 in January and 4,469 in 
February when the ski resort demand is at its peak. 

 

• McElhanney projects a traffic contribution by JGR in high season in winter ranging from a 
450 trips per day at the end of phase 1 (5 years after the project begins) to approximately 
1,470 trips per day on completion (approximately 25 years after the project begins). Peak 
traffic periods would be in winter, when traffic elsewhere in the valley is at its lowest. 
Also, most of the traffic is uni-directional comprising approx. half of the vehicles at the 
beginning and end of each day. 

 
• Peak traffic after the development of JGR on highway 93/95 will continue to be in the 

summer months and it currently approaches 11,000. JGR will contribute approximately 200 
trips initially and 500 trips at the end of the development. This is less than a 5% increase 
relative to current traffic, but after 20 years. 
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Projected1 Summer Daily 2-way Traffic Highway 93/95 South of Radium Based on Current 
Trends 

 

Year July 2005 
(actual) July 2010 July 2015 July 2020 July 2025 

Average 
Daily 

Traffic 
9,243 9,982 10,781 11,643 12,691 

 
 
Projected Winter Daily 2-way Traffic Highway 93/95 South of Radium Based on Current 

Trends 
 

Year 
February 

2005 
(actual) 

February 
2010 

February 
2015 

February 
2020 

February 
2025 

Average 
Daily 

Traffic 
4,469 4,827 5,213 5,630 6,137 

 
 

Projected Peak (February) Daily 2-way Traffic for Jumbo Glacier Resort 
 

Year Phase One (after five 
years) 

Phase Two (after 10 
years) 

Phase Three (after 
25 years) 

Average Daily 
Traffic 490 860 1,470 

 
 
• Panorama contributes approximately the same amount of traffic through Invermere as will 

Jumbo Glacier Resort in Phase 2 of its development (approximately 10 years after the project 
begins). Panorama has not been asked to contribute to Invermere for its road access. The road 
to Panorama has been built and maintained without direct contributions by Panorama 
(although their taxes contribute to local and provincial coffers, as will JGR’s). 

                                                
1 Assuming a 2005 project start date. 
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THE ROUTE 

 
• The access route follows existing mining and forestry roads. A new main alignment has been 

chosen among existing routes, eliminating creek crossings. The road from Panorama to the 
Mineral King Mine is approximately 19 km and from the mine to the sawmill site at the 
proposed resort location will be approximately 16 km. Total will be 35 km. 

• The road to the Mineral King Mine on Toby Creek past Panorama is a public highway with 
gravel surface, improved and maintained by the Ministry of Transportation. The main user in 
winter is R.K. Heli-Ski, which uses the road to deliver and pick up heli-skiers at the Mineral 
King Mine site instead of at Panorama. The heli-ski company does not contribute to the 
road’s maintenance despite the fact that it received a generous grant to build the Hal Bavin 
Heli-Plex at Panorama and that their heli-ski contributions in fees to the Province are in the 
range of $10,000 to $20,000 per year (winter road maintenance and avalanche protection 
expense by the Ministry of Transportation is reported to exceed this amount). 

 

ROAD COST  

 
• McElhanney’s projected road costs for improved access to JGR are for road design speeds in 

the range of 50 to 60km/h, depending on the road sections. They are comparable to the cost 
of the road upgrade to Kicking Horse Mountain Resort, which was in the range of $200,000 
to $250,000 per comparable kilometre (not including the hairpin turn, which is not required 
for the JGR access). The order of magnitude of the upgrades required from Panorama to the 
JGR resort base is in the range of $8 to $12 million. 

• The proponent for JGR has stated from the beginning that it was prepared to pay for the road 
upgrades, and that the project is capable of financing the road construction. 

• The proponent’s consulting team believes that it is necessary that equal policies and 
treatment be available to all citizens, companies and projects. JGR will follow any coherent 
government policy.  

 

AVALANCHE MITIGATION 

 
• Peter Schaerer, an Order of Canada recipient for his work on avalanche control, has reviewed 

and evaluated since 1991 avalanche risk, mitigation and control costs for the access road and 
the project with the planning team. He is the former head of the National Research Council’s 
Snow Avalanche Section and a past President of the Canadian Avalanche Association. 
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THE ATHALMER HIGHWAY FUNCTIONAL PLANNING STUDY 

 
The District of Invermere and the Ministry of Transportation commissioned a study to Urban 
Systems, dated February 2006, which concluded recommending a “Retrofit Package”, rather than 
a by-pass route, to address future traffic requirements. The study indicated that future traffic 
increases are expected to occur regardless of the occurrence of the Jumbo Glacier Resort project, 
and that its traffic impact on the Athalmer Highway will be of little significance when 
compared to the traffic increase expected from the projects already approved and 
anticipated in the valley, in addition to historical growth patterns.  

-- 

Aerial Images 

 
1. The former sawmill site/future resort base site in the Upper Jumbo Creek Valley. 
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2. The junction between the Upper Jumbo Creek Valley, the Leona Creek drainage, and the Lower Jumbo Creek 

Valley. The former sawmill site clearing and the location of the future resort base site can be seen in the upper left 
hand corner of the photo. The lighter shades of green in the photographs show where the forest has been harvested. 

 
3. The upper part of the Lower Jumbo Creek Valley. Jumbo Creek is the bright squiggly line across the middle of 

the photo. Existing roads are visible on either side of Jumbo Creek. 
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4. Moving westward along the Lower Jumbo Creek Valley, road alignments on both the north and south sides of 

Jumbo Creek are visible. 

 
5. Continuing to move westward along the Lower Jumbo Creek Valley, road alignments on both the north and south 

sides of Jumbo Creek are still visible. 
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6. The junction of the Lower Jumbo Creek Valley with the Toby Creek drainage at the Mineral King Mine site. The 
mine's tailings are clearly visible (the big white area) and road alignments exist on both the north and south sides of 

the tailings. Toby Creek is the large light colored squiggly line that runs from the bottom left hand corner of the 
photograph to the upper right hand corner. Jumbo Creek intersects Toby Creek just before the mine tailings. 
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SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
 Introduced Since the 1995

Master Plan Submission

JUMBO GLACIER RESORT recently completed the most extensive environmental assessment
program for any mountain resort in Western Canada. As a result of this process, a number of
significant design changes have been introduced since the 1995 Draft Master Plan submission.
The following changes are reflected in the
current Master Plan:

1. R EMO V A L  of a ski lift into the
Horsethief Creek drainage and of any
physical access into that drainage. This
ensures that there will be no physical
access into the Lake of the Hanging
Glacier drainage from the resort.

2. REMOVAL of two ski lifts and ski runs
at the south end of the project in order
to eliminate any possibility or notion of
a visual or physical impact on the current recreational use of the Jumbo Pass area.

3. SIMPLIFICATION and reduction of the lift system and design capacity. Comfortable Carrying
Capacity is reduced to approximately half of the 1995 submission. A low utilization rate is
planned and the lift system is designed with an average daily utilization rate of 2,900 people
at peak periods on completion.

4. REMOVAL of a parking area and bus access facilities at the Mineral King Mine site.

5. DEDICATION to the Canadian athletes’ summer training program planned by the Calgary
Olympic Development Association (CODA) and others of an optional ski lift that would
provide access from lower Jumbo Creek to the top of Farnham Glacier. A proposed day skier
parking area connected with this lift is removed.

6. CONTRACTION of the resort area. All future parking and access to ski lifts are contained
within a compact resort base centred on a defunct sawmill site in upper Jumbo Creek. The
resort area will be contained on approximately 104 hectares. It will be the most compact ski
resort in the Province.

7. REDUCTION of the bed base to 5,500 tourist bed-units and 750 staff bed-units.

8. REMOVAL of the Glacier Dome Lodge and deletion of an initial phase at the base of Glacier
Dome. The first phase is moved to the sawmill site area and will become the core of the
resort base.

9. REMOVAL of the lower Jumbo Creek area from the Controlled Recreation Area (CRA). This
area has been perceived as having greater sensitivity in terms of wildlife issues.
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10. R E D U C T I O N  of the
Controlled Recreation
Area (CRA) to less than
half of the earlier Master
Plan. The CRA has been
reduced from 14,866
hectares to 5,925 hectares.
The CRA will still contain
the most impressive ski
area in North America. It
will feature a vertical drop
of 1,700 metres (5,500
feet), which will be the
largest in North America,
all located in ideal
climatic conditions for
skiing. The abundance of
natural snow and powder
conditions in winter are
the result of the local climate and of the elevations of the mountains and the valleys. The top
stations of the lifts will be the highest in Canada, one third higher than Whistler (the top of
Blackcomb is at 2,200 metres). Jumbo Glacier reaches an elevation of 3,419 metres (11,217
feet).

11. DESIGN of access road improvements to minimize environmental impacts, cost and traffic
speed. The improved access road follows existing road alignments on one side of the valley,
reducing exposure to avalanche paths, and eliminates existing creek crossings connecting
forestry roads from one side to the other of the valley.  The resort will encourage the use of
shuttle buses, which are planned to be provided free of charge to lift and resort clients from
the first day of operation of the Jumbo Glacier tram.

12. INTRODUCTION of an Employment Equity Plan ensuring preferential hiring of local residents
and First Nations members, and outlining on-going training and education possibilities.

13. INTRODUCTION of comprehensive Environmental Management Plans, including a detailed
Grizzly Bear Management Plan, an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, a Water
Management Plan, a Solid Waste Management Plan, a Liquid Waste Management Plan, an
Air Quality Protection Plan and a Spill Contingency Plan. Terms of reference for on-going
environmental monitoring have been outlined.

14. COMPLETION of a Visual Impact Assessment utilizing 3-D modelling. The Visual Impact
Assessment influenced some of the design changes indicated above.

15. INTRODUCTION of a First Nations Interpretive Centre and Environmental Monitoring Centre
at the resort.
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